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1.) A Marine Protected Area is an area of the 
ocean that is protected ---- law in order to 
preserve areas ---- high biological importance. 

 
A) over / for   B) with / in 
C) to / at   D) by / of 
E) within / off 

2.) Swine flu is diagnosed clinically by means of 
the typical symptoms and the patient’s history --
-- association ---- people known to have the 
disease. 

 
A) for / around   B) from / of 
C) through / by   D) on / in 
E) of / with 

3.) The people of rural Anatolia, who begin their 
preparations for winter as early as in May and 
June, continue right ---- the end of October ---- 
the collection, first, of firewood and then the 
preparation of foodstuffs. 

 
A) by / over   B) at / for 
C) in / to   D) to / with 
E) after / about 

4.) The separation of people —- categories is 
one of the most important ways in which one 
group asserts and maintains its dominance —- 
another. 

 
A) from/ by  B) into/over  
C) to/with D)on/through  
E) at/for 
 
5.) Experts and officials believe that an outbreak 
—- epidemic diseases or severe climatic 
conditions could have an adverse impact —- the 
Anatolian wild sheep population. 

 
A)in / of   B) over / through    
C) of / on  D) by / into   
E) from / at 
 
6.) According to the hygiene hypothesis, living 
in an environment that is too clean deprives the 
immune system —- the necessary exposure —- 
bacteria and germs which can serve to 
strengthen it. 
 

A) for / through         B) into / from  
C) of / to                  D) with / on  
E) over / at 
 
7.) In the future, there will probably be so many 
people with the power to send signals — space 
that it will not be possible to control 
communication — galaxies. 

 
A) within / over  B) into / between* 
C) upon / through  D) along / for 
E) in / by 

 
 
 
8.) The 2010 Nobel Prize — chemistry was 
awarded — three chemists all studying carbon 
compounds. 

 
A) f o r / to   B) in / by 
C) about / from   D) on / for 
E) of / among 

9.) The exosphere, which is the uppermost layer 
of the atmosphere, is an ill-defined zone 
beginning somewhere — the thermosphere, and 
fading off — the vacuum of space. 

 
A) between / from  B) on / away 
C) under / between  D) above / into 
E) about I by 

10.) No pharaoh is more famous than Tutan-
khamen but, ----his fame, very little is 
actually known about him. 

A) even If  B) In case of C) in excess of 
D) In order to E) despite 
 
11.) ---- some countries possess nuclear 
weapons and others do not, there will be chronic 
global Insecurity. 
 

A) Thanks to   B) In case of  
C) So long as   D) Just as  
E) As if 
 
12.) The animals, which are threatened ---- by 
poaching and farming, are protected in these 
private game parks. 
 

A) throughout   B) instead  
C) whereby  D) elsewhere  
E) either 
 
13.) Some people reckon that, in the workplace, 
being popular is ---- important ---- being 
effective. 

 
A) more / while   B) so / that  
C) too / for  D) even / enough  
E) as / as 
 
14.) Apparently, the firemen are ---- asking for 
higher wages, they are ---- demanding a 
reduction in their working hours. 

A) not only / also    B) both / and  
C) also / but               D) even / still  
E) neither / nor 
 
15.) Even in the middle of the last century, 
education was the exception ---- the rule. 

 
A) according to            B) except for 
C) with regard to            D) rather than 
E) as well as 

 
 



 

 

16.) ----- concentrating on creating training 
opportunities, their government ought to turn its 
attention to creating more jobs. 

 
A) Far from  B) More than 
C) Instead of  D) In accordance with 
E) In case of 
 
17.) Trade-union membership in Germany, ---- in 
the rest of Europe, is shrinking. 

 
A) so   B) whether  C) though 
D) as   E) unless 
 
18.) ---- the bubonic plague overturned the social 
order in Medieval Europe, ---- AIDS seems likely 
to reshape Africa. 

 
A) Even so / though B) Similarly / even 
C) In case / moreover D) Accordingly / as 
E) Just as / so 

19.) Western scholarship ---- impose itself on the 
developing world, but at last the West is 
beginning to realize that it has much to learn 
itself. 

 
A) ought to      B) has to C) used to  
D) might                   E) would 
 
20.) Unions in their traditional role were pro-
worker ---- anti-consumer: they wanted high 
prices because they could extort a share of the 
profits. 
 

A) as   B) still   C) or 
D) but   E) even 
 
21.) ----psychologists use live subjects in their 
studies; they need to be sensitive to ethic issues 
that can arise in the conduct of their research. 
 

A) Whether  B) Just as C) Even if  
D) Yet  E) Since 
 
22.) According to a country-wide survey, people 
living In the North East of England are ---- likely 
to claimpsychic powers ---- those living 
elsewhere in the country. 

 
A) most/as   B) more/than 
C) not only / but also  D) so/that 
E) less /but 

23.) The last company chairman, ---- killers were 
never positively identified, was shot and 
subsequently died in New York three years ago. 
 

A) whose  B) who  C) that  
D) which  E) whom 
 
 
 
 
 
 

24.) Apparently---- leader has the courage, to 
risk even short-term unpopularity by embarking 
on a program that will ensure economic revival. 
 

A) some  B) either C) neither  
D) both  E) any 
 
25.) This particular company, rightly or wrongly, 
Regards ---- as Europe's largest manufacturer of 
black-lead and colored pencils. 

 
A) itself    B) each other C) the others  
D) themselves                E) one another 
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